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FCC Backtracks continued on page 11

The tide appears to have turned irrevocably 
against LightSquared Subsidiary LLC’s 

efforts to establish a wireless broadband net-
work employing high-powered terrestrial base 
stations transmitting in RF spectrum adjacent 
to GNSS L1 services.

In February, the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) moved to vacate a condi-
tional waiver order issued in January 2011 
allowing LightSquared to proceed. Its action 
followed receipt of a letter from Lawrence 
Strickling, the head of the National Telecom-
munications and Information Administration 
(NTIA), that said extensive tests and analysis 
indicated  “no practical way” existed to miti-
gate potential GPS interference from Light-
Squared transmissions.

As this issue of the newletter went to press, 
the FCC had set a March 1 deadline to receive 
comments on the NTIA letter and the FCC’s 
plans to “suspend indefinitely” LightSquared’s 
underlying authorization allowing it to build an 
all-terrestrial ancillary terrestrial component 
(ATC) composed of the base stations.

Assuming that the agency does not again re-
verse course, the FCC announcement appears 
likely to end a prolong political struggle over 
an effort to reallocate mobile satellite service 
(MSS) spectrum in the 1525-1559 MHz band 

The Institute launched its 2012 schedule 
of events with the International Techni-

cal Meeting (ITM), held for the first time in 
Newport Beach, California, on January 30 to 
February 1.

Highlighting the annual event was a two-
part plenary session, organized and moder-
ated by Douglas Taggart, president and CEO 
of Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.  The 
Monday morning session heard from two four-
member panels addressing, respectively, the 
themes of the “Challenges of Turning Vision 
into Reality” and the “Challenges of Realizing 
a Global Navigation Capability.”

The first panel was led off, perhaps appro-
priately, by Jeff Carlisle, executive vice-president 

for regulatory affairs and public policy, Light-
Squared Subsidiary LLC, whose company has 
struggled to gain approval of its proposed 
wireless broadband network. Indeed, within 
weeks after his ITM presentation, the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) moved to 
reverse its conditional approval of the network 
as a result of extensive tests indicating that the 
terrestrial base stations would interfere with 
many GPS receivers. 

“The history of telecommunications is lit-
tered with the corpses of companies that have 
come and gone — and the investment com-
munity knows that,” Carlisle observed, later 
adding, “You need to have a business plan that 
works.”

Other members of the first panel included 
Ray Kolibaba, vice-president and and newly 
appointed OCX Program Manager for Ray-
theon Corporation; Jim Geringer, director of 
policy and public sector strategy, for ESRI, 
and a former governor of Wyoming; and Jules 
McNeff, vice-president of strategy and pro-
grams, Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.

Although the GPS community is well aware 
of the modernization for the control and space 
segments, Kolibaba said, “[The]majority of 
people in this country don’t understand where 
[GPS] information comes from. They don’t 
know the infrastructure behind it.”

He then outlined the status of the GPS Next-
Generation Operational Control System (OCX) 
being built by a team led by Raytheon, with an 
initial implementation scheduled toward the 
end of 2015.

Geringer, a recent addition to the National 
Space-Based Positioning, Navigation, and 
Timing (PNT) Executive Committee’s advisory 
board, told the ITM audience, “GPS was the 
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Evolution, Progress 
& 2012 Goals

We just finished the ION’s International 
Technical Meeting (ITM), held January 

28-February 1 at the Newport Beach Marriott 
Hotel & Spa in California. I want to thank ITM 
Program Chair Doug Taggart and ITM General 
Chair Dr. Jade Morton for a fantastic technical 
program!  

At ITM, I had the great honor of presenting 
the ION’s lifetime achievement awards and 
Fellows designation to a group of deserving 
individuals and esteemed colleagues whose 
stories are told on pages 14-15. 

The ION Council met this past January 
before ITM 2012 began. Here are the 
highlights of that Council meeting.

NAVIGATION Journal: Indexing,  
Expanded Circulation, Online Edition
We are making significant improvements to 
NAVIGATION, the ION’s peer-reviewed journal. 
To help produce and disseminate our journal 
internationally, and to facilitate having it 
indexed in Thomson-Reuter’s Web of Science/

ISI, the ION has entered into a publication 
agreement with John Wiley & Sons. 

Wiley, a well-known publisher of journals, 
encyclopedias, books, and online products, is 
headquartered in Hoboken, New Jersey, with 
offices and operations around the world.

Beginning in January 2012, Wiley assumed 
publication and distribution of NAVIGATION 
to academic libraries and subscription 
houses. This will greatly increase the journal’s 
circulation. With the help of Thomson-
Reuters, they have already customized a new 
electronic submission and review system 
for us – ScholarOne. Wiley will also help 

coordinate our next indexing application.
Indexing to help find and retrieve 

articles and expanded circulation will help 
NAVIGATION build a wider audience. In 
addition, we will introduce a full-color 
electronic version of each article as well as the 
black and white print version of the journal 
— that’s another exciting benefit of Wiley’s 
involvement. The on-line, color editions will 
allow improved visualization of plots and 
graphics.  

Members will still receive their copies of 
NAVIGATION in the mail and the ION editorial 
board will retain full editorial control of the 
content in NAVIGATION. The peer review 
process remains unchanged. 

Our goal with these changes is to retain 
all of the existing benefits, while providing 
some new and expanded offerings. The new 
agreement with Wiley is a major step forward 
for NAVIGATION and the ION. 

I am grateful for the tremendous effort by 
the ION Executive Director Lisa Beaty, who 
researched potential agreements with several 
publishing houses before negotiating our 
agreement with Wiley. 

I would also like to recognize the 
dedicated efforts of Dr. Boris Pervan, who 
serves as the editor of NAVIGATION, and who 
first started the ION down the path towards 
getting the journal indexed. This will be a 
long path, but one that you can help the ION 
achieve!  

Please consider submitting new work for 
inclusion in NAVIGATION, reacquaint yourself 
with NAVIGATION’s current offerings, and cite 
NAVIGATION in other ISI indexed publications 
where appropriate.

MEMBERSHIP: 40% Increase Over 
Three Years
I am pleased to announce that ION 
membership increased an additional 2.4% this 
past year and 40% over the last three years. 

With a new member retention rate of 40%, 
and an overall membership retention rate of 
70%, the future looks bright!  

The ION plans to participate in several 
industry meetings this next year to sustain 
future growth.

MEETINGS: Seeking Strategic  
Partnerships
The meetings that we sponsor continue 
to be the primary source of revenue for 
funding ION membership, awards, outreach, 
and student programs. Because of this we 
have been working hard to ensure that our 
meeting programs are diversified in topic and 
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promoted to specific market segments. The 
strategy is working.  

Despite a continued sluggish economy, 
ION meeting registration numbers continued 
to rebound in 2011 with an 8% increase in 
registration for ION GNSS (the international 
technical meeting of the Satellite Division) and 
a 36% increase in registration from the Joint 
Navigation Conference (jointly sponsored by 
ION and the Joint Services Data Exchange). 
The ION continues to look for strategic 
meeting partnerships with other sister 
organizations.

Students, Scholarships and 
Competitions
The ION remains committed to student 
programs and plans to sponsor student travel 
grants, graduate student awards, ION Section 
scholarships, The ION Mini-Urban Challenge, 
ION Robotic Lawn Mower Competition, ION 
Autonomous Snowplow Competition, and 
Sustainable GNSS Africa Program in 2012.

I would like to congratulate the students 
from Ohio University who recently won the 
ION Satellite Division’s second annual ION 
Autonomous Snowplow Competition in 
January during the Saint Paul Winter Carnival 
in Minnesota. 

The competition challenged teams to 
design, build, and operate a fully autonomous 
snowplow using state of the art navigation and 
control technologies to rapidly, accurately and 
safely clear a designated path of snow. See 
pages 16-17 or the full story and pictures.   
 
2012 Goals
In 2012 ION will begin to update our 
Strategic Plan to ensure existing and new 
programs remain fresh and relevant. As 
described earlier, part of this plan will see us 
continue our work with Wiley and Sons to get 
NAVIGATION indexed in the web of science at 
the first available opportunity.  

THANK YOU
I would be remiss if I did not thank all the 
outgoing members of Council, and welcome 
all incoming officers. I look forward to serving 
the Institute this next year and continuing to 
work with ION’s staff and officers.

innovation that spawned many other innova-
tions.”

He provided an overview of the applications 
with which his company is involved, driven 
primarily by geographic information systems, 
Earth observation imagery, and GNSS. “We’re 
a data-driven society,” Geringer said, “But we 
don’t just need data — we need information 
that leads to a decision or action.”

The final speaker on the first plenary panel, 
McNeff shared a vision of the future by first 
returning to the past. Serving up a series of 
slides on the subject of “GPS Possibilities” 
that he had presented at a panel 11 years ago, 
McNeff discussed the progress in the interven-
ing on six key points and the work that remains 
to be done.

The United States has established a “national 
vision for the PNT system-of-systems” in the 
form of a National PNT Architecture sketched 
out in recent years by federal agencies.

On the other hand, the country has yet to 
achieve the second point on McNeff’s 2001 
list: establishing an effective management and 
financing structure for the PNT system-of-
systems. Instead, efforts to achieve a common 
strategy and methodology for implementing the 
PNT architecture have yet to reach fruition, and 
GPS and other PNT systems lack a dedicated 
revenue source.

Similarly, the nation has yet to “identify 
technology investments to improve the future 
PNT systems mix and maintain international 
PNT leadership.” Neither has the nation taken 
the necessary “steps to protect allocated PNT 
spectrum,” he said.

Another success over the years, according 
to McNeff, was the ability of to “maintain stable 
policies for PNT services,” through presidential 
policy, Congressional action, and federal agen-
cy involvement interdepartmental efforts.

And the final point from years past, “Pro-
mote open discussion with international 
participants in PNT services and encourage 
compatibility with GPS for new global or 
regional systems,” has been realized, he con-
cluded, in the numerous bilateral agreements 
with other GNSS system providers as well as the 
UN-backed formation of the International Com-
mittee on GNSS.

Plenary Part 2 
Anthony Russo, director of the National Coor-
dination Office for Space-Based PNT, led off 
the second plenary session, on realizing global 
navigation capability.

“Noting the emergence of multiple GNSS and 
regional augmentation systems, he declared, 
“We are at the beginning of a new phase” in 
space-based PNT. At the same time, the grow-

ing number and sources of interference to GPS, 
including intentional jamming, is forcing the 
federal government “to do a better job look-
ing at that whole environment” in which GPS 
operates, Russo said, including considering 
different ways of doing business and alternative 
PNT systems.

Ray Swider, director for GPS & PNT in the 
Office of the U.S. Secretary of Defense, chal-
lenged the comfortable, but possibly insuf-
ficiently examined notion of GPS as the “Gold 
Standard” of positioning, navigation, and timing.

For example, he said, while the U.S. Air 
Force is responsible for maintaining accuracy 
and availability standards for the GPS signal 
in space, user equipment errors was not its 
responsibility. And when we talk about the 
GNSS user community, “we are not always sure 
who the users are — in the U.S. or globally. 
And who are the regulators?”

Similarly, responsibility for overseeing dif-
ferent aspects of the diverse and widespread 
applications of GNSS and provision of GNSS 
services is often ambiguous.

“We have to thank the LightSquared folks 
for exposing our industry and asking those 
questions: what are we doing, how do we do 
it, who do we do it for?” Swider said. “It is up 
to the U.S. government, foreign governments, 
commercial industry itself to decide how this 
system is to be managed.”

Dr. David Last, a UK navigation consultant, 
telegraphed his plenary message with his 
presentation’s title: “Too Many Eggs, Only One 
Basket?” He reviewed a number of jamming 
incidents in recent years, both intentional and 
unintentional, that exposed the risks of overde-
pendence on GNSS.

The world has replaced multiple, indepen-
dent PNT systems with “a single dominant, uni-
versal, and vulnerable technology” — global 
navigation satellite systems.

“Jamming isn’t about truckers avoiding 
tolls,” he said. “It’s about our widespread and 
deep dependence on GNSS and the vulnerabili-
ties that brings.”

Charles Schue, president and CEO for 
UrsaNav, a system developer using multiple PNT 
and sensor technologies, picked up on Last’s 
warning about overdependence on GNSS and 
endorsement of enhanced Loran (eLoran) as a 
potential alternative and supplement for GNSS.

“Being prepared is not just for the Boy 
Scouts,” Schue said. “For 10 years studies have 
been warning about GPS vulnerability. And in 
10 years of trying, we have not found a better 
multi-modal backup system than eLoran.”

Urging his audience to consider low-frequen-
cy navigation systems, Schue observed, “ION 

ITM 2012 continued from page 1

ITM 2012  continued on page 7
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from the ion historian, marvin may

Navigation History on eBay

Sometime before September, 1995, a 
28-year-old software developer sat down in 

his living room to write the eBay code. At first 
the developer, Pierre Omidyar, called his site 
AuctionWeb. 

Previously he had worked with Claris 
developing software for Apple computers and 
hosted AuctionWeb on the same server as his 
page about the ebola virus. Although Omidyar 
had intended the listing to be a test more 
than a serious offer to sell at auction, he was 
shocked when the item sold for $14.83. 

Omidyar knew he had created something 
big when he asked the winning bidder if his 
customer understood that the pointer was 
broken. “I’m a collector of broken laser 
pointers,” came the reply. 

There is a market for everything, as long as 
you can connect.

AuctionWeb soon took over its creator’s 
entire domain, www.ebay.com — short for 
Echo Bay, the name of his consulting firm at 
the time. By 1996 the company was large and 
profitable enough to require the skills of Jef-
frey Skoll, a Stanford MBA. 

With exponential growth and strong 
branding, eBay thrived, eclipsing many of the 
other upstart auction sites that expanded the 
dot-com bubble. By the time eBay had gone 
public in 1998, both Omidyar and Skoll were 
billionaires. 

Ironically this teenage company, which 
was founded about the same time that GPS 
reached full operational capability, may now 

be considered a source of celestial navigation 
education, while the ubiquitous deployment 
of GPS has largely led to the demise of actual 
celestial navigation. 

So, let’s take a walk down this virtual 
Memory Lane and examine a few of the naviga-
tion items recently on sale on eBay. 

A search on “sextants/octants” yielded 719 
results of which about 350 were related to 
navigation. These ranged from true antiques 
costing thousands of dollars to $29 toys. 

A German Luftwaffe Octant is perhaps the 
most interesting example, and one of the most 
expensive at $1,300. It was used by aircrews 
for accurate star navigation during long-range 

flights during World War II. 
Renowned precision instrumenta-

tion manufacturer C. Plath of Hamburg 
fabricated it out of aluminum and steel. A 
considerably more complex instrument 
than the classical marine sextants, this 
octant is believed to include an embed-
ded chronometer and recording capabili-
ties. The seller claims that it is in superb 
working condition, although finding 
any instructions or manuals could be a 
challenge.

An example of a more traditional of-
fering was an antique nineteenth century 

German Luftwaffe Octant.
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brass sextant manufac-
tured by A. Johansen of 
London. The descrip-
tion of this item, offered 
at $999.99, in the 
tradition of many EBay 
purchases admonishes 
prospective buyers: 

“[U]sed and in 
good “as-found” 
condition . . . 

has not been cleaned . . . Some scuffs & 
scratches, dirt & oxidation . . . Appears 
to be in good shape, but has not been 
checked/calibrated in quite some time. 
May need adjustments if you actually 
intend on using it. Box shows some wear 
(dings, dents . . . What you see is what you 
get. Sold “as-is” (no returns).”

Then there are compasses and pelo-
ruses (a fixed compass card on which a 
ship’s bearings are taken), often housed in 
a binnacle: a waist-high case or stand on the 
deck of a ship, generally mounted in front of 
the helmsman. These are no longer useful on 
modern ships and airplanes, but could serve 
as an attractive “conversation piece” for your 
living room or den . . . for a mere $3,800!

For example: “An antique Nautical Cedar 
& Brass Binnacle Circa 1870-1900’s, which 
would have been deck mounted. It has a brass 
shroud top with oval sight glass and burner 
mount over a “Cooke Hull” mounted compass, 
flanked by two black painted cast iron balls 
(for magnetic compensation on iron hulled 
ships), center set Whyte Thompson & Co. roll 
gauge. The condition is very good overall, 
considering its age. . . made at 96 Hope Street, 
Glasgow, Scotland.”

In this era of electronic charting and 
display systems, paper charts have all but 
gone by the wayside. But EBay still provides 
some opportunities to navigate the way it 
was done in the glory days of the European 
navies of the 18th century. 

The website recently offered a manuscript 
map of the bay of Cadiz, Spain for $3,800. 

French sailors created 
it in 1756, possibly 
after the French and 
British Battle of 
Minorca. The map is 
in color, rich in detail, 
both of the land and 
the coastline, and 
includes a compass 
rose in the sea and a 
scale cartouche.

Shopping on eBay 
may help you learn 
navigation history 

as well as hone your skills as a consumer. 
The search for “navigation system” yielded 
a 2011 Aston Martin Vantage for $128,500 
and a Tom Tom Blue Tooth GPS originally 
listed for $0.99 and ultimately sold for 
$5.50. 

Ebay also provides more conventional 
methods of learning about navigation his-
tory such as the History of Marine Naviga-
tion by William E. May (possibly an ances-
tor of mine). This 1993 book is profusely 
illustrated with half tones and line drawings. 
At $12.27 plus shipping it was an offer I 
could not refuse.

Marvin B. May is the Chief Scientist at 
the PSU/ARL Navigation R&D Center in 
Warminster, PA. His email is <mbm16@
arl.psu.edu>. 

Antique Brass Sextant.

Binnacle with Compass.

Manuscript map of the Bay  
of Cadiz, Spain.
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APril 2012
23-26: IEEE/ION PLANS 2012, Myrtle 
Beach Marriott Resort & Spa, Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina
Contact: ION    
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

JUNE 2012 
12-15: JSDE/ION JNC 2012, Crowne Plaza 
Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colorado    
Contact: The ION  
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

SEPTEMBEr 2012 
17-21: ION GNSS 2012, Nashville 
Convention Center, Nashville, Tennessee    
Contact: The ION  
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.rtcm.org

23-28: The 2012 RTCM Annual Assembly 
Meeting and Conference, Loews Royal 
Pacific Hotel, Orlando, Florida    
Contact: RTCM   
Tel: +1 703-527-2000 
Fax: +1 703-351-9932 
Web: www.rtcm.org

OCTOBEr 2012 
1-3: 14th IAIN World Congress 2012, 
Concorde El Salam Hotel, Cairo, Egypt    
Contact: Dr. R. Rashad 
Tel: +2 03 550 9824 
Fax: +2 03 550 9686  
Web: www.iaincongress2012.org

NOvEMBEr 2012
5-7: Autonomous Weapons Summit & 
Miniature Autonomous Systems Workshop, 
Emerald Coast Convention Center, Fort 
Walton Beach, Florida   
Contact: ION    
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org

JANUArY 2013
28-30: ION International Technical 
Meeting (ITM) 2013, Catamaran Resort 
Hotel, San Diego, California   
Contact: ION    
Tel: +1 703-366-2723 
Fax: +1 703-366-2724 
Web: www.ion.org
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The Global Positioning System has entered 
the marbled halls of constitutional law in a 

recent U.S. Supreme Court decision overturn-
ing a conviction based on evidence gathered by 
warrantless tracking of a suspect.

At issue was the Bill of Rights’ venerable 
Fourth Amendment protection against “unrea-
sonable searches and seizures,” although the 
justices raised broader issues of privacy in their 
discussion of the case. 

And comments by several judges made it 
clear that application of the judicial principle 
was not limited to GPS but applied to other 
advanced navigation and positioning technolo-
gies that can identify the real-time location of 
individuals with unprecedented accuracy.

Not only that, but the court ruling only ap-
plies to the actions of public officials, not to the 
growing number of private individuals using 
GPS technology to aid in tracking other people, 
including spouses and children. 

In their January 23 ruling, the nine-
member court upheld the decision of a lower 
court to throw out a conviction on charges 
of conspiracy to distribute illegal drugs and 
a life sentence subsequent given to Antoine 
Jones, an owner and operator of a Washing-
ton, D.C., nightclub.

Although the D.C. prosecutor had obtained 
a judge’s permission to install an electronic 
tracking device comprised of a GPS receiver 
and cellular modem on a vehicle that Jones 
used, the warrant had expired by the time 
police installed the device. Not only that, 
the law enforcement officers installed the 
tracking device in Maryland, outside of the 
warrant’s jurisdiction. Nonetheless, police 
followed the movements of the vehicle over 
the next 28 days and used information gained 
from part of that surveillance to indict Jones.

The decision was nominally unanimous, 
although only three other judges signed the 
opinion written by Justice Antonin Scalia. He 

argued that, without a valid warrant, the act of 
placing a GPS receiver and cellular modem on 
Jones’s car represented an act of trespass by 
police officers and, therefore, constituted an 
unconstitutional search, which was enough to 
have the case overturned.

Four other justices, led by Samuel Alito, 
argued that the case should have been decided 
on the basis of a 1967 court case, Katz v. United 
States, which established that a person has 
“a legitimate expectation of privacy” under 
given circumstances regardless of location or 
surveillance methods used by law enforcement 
agencies.

Justice Sonia Sotomayor concurred with 
the narrow “trespass” argument of Scalia, but 
agreed with many of the points made by Alito 
that the Katz “expectation of privacy” also ap-
plies. The privacy issue arises because the pro-

longed and detailed tracking of an individual 
exposes many details of his or her personal life, 
unrelated to any suspected illegal activity.

Deciding the case on the basis of trespass 
probably will narrow its application in other 
cases involving GPS-aided surveillance and 
leaves unresolved some broader legal issues 
arising from the use of new technologies. As 
Alito observed in his analysis, “[T]he Court’s 
reliance on the law of trespass will present 
particularly vexing problems in cases involv-
ing surveillance that is carried out by making 
electronic, as opposed to physical, contact with 
the item to be tracked.”

Alito pointed out that many new technologies 
have been introduced in recent years that per-
mit the monitoring of a person’s movements: 
ubiquitous closed-circuit television video 
monitoring, automatic toll collection systems, 

Supreme Court Decision on GPS Tracking

Violates Fourth Amendment

Supreme Court Rules Out 
GPS-Aided Tracking  
without Warrant
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vehicles equipped with devices that permit 
centralized monitoring of a car’s location at any 
time in order to provide roadside assistance or 
aid in recovering a stolen car. 

“Perhaps most significant,” Alito wrote, 
“cell phones and other wireless devices now 
permit wireless carriers to track and record the 
location of users — and as of June 2011, it has 
been reported, there were more than 322 mil-
lion wireless devices in use in the United States.”

To date, however, Congress and most states 
have not enacted statutes regulating the use of 
GPS tracking technology for law enforcement 
purposes. Among those that have, California, 
Pennsylvania, Florida, Utah, Minnesota, Okla-
homa, and South Carolina have laws that make 
it unlawful for authorities to use an electronic 
device — including GPS receivers — to track 

the movements of an individual without that 
person’s knowledge.

As for private citizens exploiting position/
location-capable technologies to track others 
without their knowledge, state legislatures ap-
pear increasingly sensitive to the issue. A wide 
variety of “GPS trackers” are readily available 
on the Internet and in specialty stores.

On February 13, the Virginia state House 
of Delegates passed a bill that would make it 
illegal to “deceptively” install an electronic 
tracking system on a person’s vehicle. The 
House voted 88-10 for the measure, which goes 
now to the state senate.

The bill provides exemptions for law en-
forcement officials who obtain a warrant, par-
ents tracking their children, legally authorized 
representatives of an incapacitated adult (e.g., 

one with Alzheimer’s syndrome or other de-
mentia), owners of fleet vehicles and electronic 
communications providers such OnStar, and 
cell phone companies, which frequently offer 
mobile phones that incorporate GPS or other 
positioning technology.

The Virginia official who introduced the 
House bill did so after a constituent recounted 
an experience in which a private investigator 
hired by the constituent’s estranged wife had 
placed a GPS device on the undercarriage of 
his car, which currently is not illegal under the 
state’s statutes.

A Fall 2010 ION Newsletter article titled 
“What is a Reasonable Expectation of Geospa-
tial Privacy?” explored some of the background 
to the Supreme Court decision and related 
cases. 

is the institute of all navigation, not just GNSS 
navigation.”

Digital Polls
With the assistance of ION IT director Rick 
Buongiovanni, Taggart interspersed the speak-
ers presentations with a novel approach to 
encouraging audience participation: digital 
polls using text messaging, Twitter, and web-
based voting.

Using their various mobile devices, attend-
ees responded to a series of eight questions, 
including answers to the following:

The greatest challenge to realizing new tech-
nical capabilities is: beating the competition, 
7%; to have funding, 36%; meet user expecta-
tions, 20%; establishing standards, 23%; over-
coming opposition, 13%.

Should innovative military capabilities be 
made available for civil/commercial exploita-
tion? Yes, 28%; no, 6%; sometimes, 67%.

Successful innovation is most dependent 
on: technology revolution, 11%; technology 
evolution, 29%; market demand, 43%; project 
management, 6%; funding 11%.

How does a country gain and maintain GNSS 
superiority?: technology (better mousetrap), 
25%; policy (better playing field), 14%; fiscal 
stability (better funding), 37%; public/private 
partnerships (risk mitigation), 25%.  

Thank You to Exhibitors
The Institute would like to thank the follow-
ing for participating: 746th Test Squadron, 
CAST Navigation, GPS World, Inside GNSS, KVH 
Industries and Spirent Federal Systems.

ITM 2012 continued from page 3

NEW ION OFFICERS  
& COMMITTEE CHAIRS

A t the conclusion of the ION 2012 Inter-
national Technical Meeting the following 

newly elected ION officers took office:   

President: 
Dr. Todd Walter, Stanford University
Executive Vice President: 
Patricia Doherty, Boston College 
Treasurer: 
Dr. Frank van Graas, Ohio University 
Eastern Vice President: 
Douglas Taggart, Overlook Systems 
Technologies, Inc.
 Western Vice President: 
Clyde Edgar, The Aerospace Corporation 
Eastern Council Member-At-Large: 
Dr. Jade Morton, Miami University 
Western Council Member-At-Large: 
Greg Turetzky, CSR Technology 
Space Representative: 
Dr. Glenn Lightsey,  
University of Texas at Austin 
Air Representative: 
Dr. Grace X. Gao, Stanford University 
Land Representative: 
Dr. Frank van Diggelen, Broadcom 
Marine Representative: 
Dr. Richard Hartnett,  
U.S. Coast Guard Academy

The following committee chairs were appointed:  

Nominating Chair: 
Dr. Mikel Miller, Air Force Research Laboratory 
Finance Chair: 
John Clark, the Aerospace Corporation 
Membership Chair: 
Dr. Dorota Grejner-Brzezinska,  
The Ohio State University 
Fellow Selection Chair: 
Phillip Ward, Navward GPS Consulting 
Technical Committee Chair: 
Patricia Doherty, Boston College 
Publication Chair: 
Dr. Boris Pervan, Illinois Institute of Technology 
Meeting Chair: 
Dr. Sherman Lo, Stanford University 
Awards Chair: 
Dr. Chris Hegarty, The MITRE Corporation 
Bylaws Committee Chair: 
Charles Bye, Honeywell 
Outreach Chair: 
Dr. Jade Morton, Miami University  

U.S. Supreme Court building.
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portation while reducing aviation’s adverse 
effects on the environment.

One of the five main elements of NextGen, 
automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast 
(ADS-B), draws most heavily on GPS — and 

by extension 
other GNSS 
systems — to 
provide air traffic 
controllers and 
pilots with much 
more accurate 
information 
to help keep 
aircraft safely 
separated, both 
in the sky and 
on the ground at 
airports. 

In the words 
of the FAA, ADS-B 
is the “backbone 
of the NextGen 
system” and 

“the future of air traffic control.” GPS-based 
navigation flight management systems will 
provide real-time position, speed, and heading 
information to on-board transponders that 
transmit these data to other aircraft and air 
traffic control. 

Once fully established, both pilots and 
air traffic controllers will be able to see the 
same real-time display of air traffic, creating a 
wholly new ATC operational environment.

The other key NextGen technologies include 
data communications, the System Wide Infor-
mation Management (SWIM), NextGen Network 
Enabled Weather, NAS Voice System, and Col-
laborative Air Traffic Management. 

ThE ChECk, PlEASE

NextGen represents the first makeover of the 
U.S. air traffic management system in 60 years, 
first augmenting and then replacing the radar 
and voice-communications–based ATC system 
of today. And it doesn’t come cheap.

The original estimate for implementing 
NextGen by 2025 — ground infrastructure, 

F   or the first time in five years, the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) has a full-

fledged Congressional budgetary authorization 
instead of a continuing resolution or other 
stopgap measures — a development that 
augers well for advancing the GPS-driven Next-
Gen air traffic control (ATC) modernization.

In February 2012, the U.S. House and 
Senate approved the conference report on 
the FAA Air Transportation Modernization 
and Safety Improvement Act (H.R. 658) and 
sent the measure to the President for his 
signature. 

The bill authorizes FAA expenditures 
of $63.4 billion over the next four years, 
including about $11 billion for NextGen (Next 
Generation Air Transportation System) and 
other modernization projects. The measure 
also speeds up the modernization program by 
setting a deadline of June 2015 for the FAA to 
develop new procedures at the nation’s 35 busi-
est airports that will allow aircraft to use GPS 
navigation for approach and landing.

The primary goals of NextGen are to enhance 
the safety, reliability, and efficiency of air trans-

Role of Navigation Technology Highlighted 
Congress Paves Way for NextGen  
with Four-Year FAA Authorization

California’s Los Angeles International Airport is one of the 35 busiest U.S. airports that must add GPS-based 
approach and landing procedures by 2015 under recently passed air transportation modernization legislation. 
Photo by Florencio Briones, Wikimedia Commons.
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airport equipment upgrades, aircraft avionics, 
and so forth — was $40 billion. The FAA 
projected that the agency’s total spending over 
the first 10 years would range from $8 billion 
to $10 billion, and from $15 to $22 billion 
through 2025.

Meanwhile, the FAA is mandating that 
aircraft operators and commercial airlines 
acquire the avionics necessary for implement-
ing ADS-B. For commercial airliners, the cost 
for NextGen avionics, installation, and service 
contracts ranges from $200,000 to $1 million 
each, depending on the type of aircraft.

A recent analysis, commissioned by the 
FAA’s Joint Planning and Development Office 
(JPDO) overseeing NextGen implementation, 
modeled a variety of scenarios that assumed 
different levels of ground capability and air-
craft capability over the long term. 

According to this analysis, implementing the 
highest performance levels envisioned in the 
NextGen Integrated Work Plan for ground and 
aircraft capabilities by 2025 could increase 
NextGen’s costs significantly beyond $40 billion.

The payoff comes in improved efficiencies 
and throughput in the national air space. 
According to the latest FAA estimates, by 
2018 NextGen air traffic management (ATM) 
improvements will reduce total delays, in 
flight and on the ground, about 35 percent 
compared with what would happen if the mod-
ernization does not occur.

The reduction in delays would provide 
$23 billion in cumulative benefits from 2010 
through 2018 to aircraft operators, the travel-
ing public and the FAA, saving about 1.4 bil-
lion gallons of aviation fuel during this period 
and cutting carbon dioxide emissions by 14 
million tons.

PAYiNG ThE PiPEr

Whether the far-flung FAA, with its various ex-
ternal constituencies and internal competition 
for programs and project budgets, can accom-
plish the mission set out in the modernization 
bill remains to be seen.

A 2010 Government Accountability Office 
(GAO) analysis of NextGen reported that FAA 
has yet to make many key decisions required 
to shape and determine the future direction  
of NextGen.

“Absent decisions in these key areas, it is 
unclear how or whether FAA can achieve its 
plans for implementing NextGen capabilities,” 

the GAO stated. “For 
example, without a 
clear strategy and 
decisions about 
how best-equipped, 
best-served air traffic 
management policies 
will work  
in practice; or what 
financial incentives 
for equipage, if any,  
will be offered, it is  
not clear when or to 
what extent aircraft 
operating in the 
national airspace sys-
tem will be equipped 
to take advantage of 
capabilities being 
implemented on the 
ground.”

Adding to the uncertainty and risk is the fact 
that an individual airline equipping its fleet — 
even with FAA’s NextGen infrastructure, ATC 
procedures, and trained controllers in place 
— doesn’t guarantee significant cost savings. 
The NextGen concept won’t work without a 
substantial portion — at least 50 to 60 per-
cent — of the nation’s aircraft being suitably 
equipped so that air traffic can be tracked with 
the new system.

For example, a 2002 study by the MITRE 
Corporation Center for Advanced Aviation 
System Development projected detailed delay 
savings by individual airline for controller-
pilot data link communications. Using 
American Airlines as an example, the MITRE 
study showed an $8.7 million yearly savings 
for the airline at its hubs if only American was 
equipped versus $80 million if all airlines 
were equipped.

This consideration led Congress to 
incorporate a separate section encouraging 
public-private partnerships for equipping 
general aviation and commercial aircraft with 
communications, surveillance, navigation, and 
other avionics equipment.

Section 221 of the bill authorizes the U.S. 
secretary of transportation to establish an 
avionics equipage incentive program based 
on principles of public-private partnership 
(PPP) for general aviation and commercial 
aircraft. This program can employ financial 
instruments such as loan guarantees and other 

credit assistance designed that “leverage and 
maximize the use of private sector capital.”

One private sector organization specifically 
established to help achieve the PPP goal is 
NextGen Equipage Fund LLC, a recently formed 
capital fund led by ITT Corporation, NEXA 
Capital Partners LLC, and leading aerospace 
companies. 

The equipage fund seeks to establish a $1.5 
billion capital pool (equity and debt), backed 
by federal loan guarantees securing 15-year 
non-recourse loans to enable airlines to outfit 
their fleets. Under the fund’s plan, payments 
for the equipage would be deferred until 
the FAA delivers specific NextGen services to 
aircraft operators, with interest not accruing 
for about seven years, given the FAA’s current 
NextGen implementation timeline.

The $1.5 billion would provide enough 
funding to enable the retrofit of up to 75 per-
cent of the U.S. commercial air transport fleet 
– including airlines and some general aviation 
aircraft, according to Michael Dyment, general 
partner of the NextGen Fund LLC, and manag-
ing partner at NEXA Capital Partners. 
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Defense Matters                                  
 Where Do We Go from Here?
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On January 5, the President released a 21st century defense strat-
egy (Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century 
Defense), a document focused on providing a vision for shaping a 
future U.S. defense force that will be “smaller and leaner, but will be 
agile, flexible, ready and technologically advanced.”  

The White House document included a list of primary mission 
areas, indicating that the Department of Defense (DoD) will “need to 
recalibrate its capabilities and make selective additional investments to 

succeed in” to meet the challenging 
global security environment.  

The noted mission areas were: 
Counter Terrorism and Irregular 
Warfare; Deter and Defeat Aggression; 
Project Power Despite Anti-Access/
Area Denial Challenges; Counter 
Weapons of Mass Destruction; Oper-
ate Effectively in Cyberspace and 
Space; Maintain a Safe, Secure and 
Effective Nuclear Deterrent; Defend 
the Homeland and Provide Support 
to Civil Authorities; Provide a Stabiliz-
ing Presence; Conduct Stability and 
Counterinsurgency Operations and 
Conduct Humanitarian Disaster Relief, 
and Other Operations.  

It should not comes as a surprise 
to anyone who is a regular reader of 
this publication that PNT, and specifi-
cally GPS, enable the efficient execu-
tion of many of these mission areas 
around the world.

On January 26, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta released the 
“Defense Budget Priorities and Choices” that stemmed from the 
President guidance.  The DoD document emphasized a need to adjust 
defense spending “in light of an end to over a decade of war, a chang-
ing technical and geopolitical landscape, and the national security 
imperative of deficit reduction.”  

We should particularly note that both the President’s guidance and 
Secretary Panetta’s priorities, emphasized a need to “remember the 
lessons of history and avoid repeating the mistakes of the past when 
our military was left ill-prepared for the future” following a period of 

increased spending in the national defense budget.  
Delivering new capabilities for the GPS space segment is not only 

an expensive endeavor for the DoD, but fielding new capabilities with 
a sustainment launch philosophy offers up ripe targets from a budget 
perspective when on-orbit vehicles launched in the 1990s are still 
functioning nearly two decades later.

That is why introducing new capabilities into a satellite constella-
tion the size of GPS exposes any budgetary increases to scrutiny for 
extended periods, jeopardizing the likelihood of seeing them come to 
fruition.  

Also compounding the problem is the need to upgrade control seg-
ment capabilities in concert with the satellite improvements in order 
for the Air Force to be able to operate them as new satellites join the 
existing constellation.  This is being accomplished for the next genera-
tion of GPS satellites (GPS III) through the OCX control segment effort; 
however, now OCX is facing the same budget-driven scrutiny that may 
result in compromises to system capability improvements going  
forward.

Finally, the third essential segment of the puzzle is the GPS equip-
ment, or to be more forward looking, the integrated PNT devices that 
will use GPS signals as their foundational PNT source.  As learned 
through the recent PNT Architecture effort, these future devices will 
have to incorporate additional PNT elements to ensure continuity of 
service in stressed or blocked environments.  They will also need to be 
available in synchronization with modernized GPS satellites, placing a 
premium on the research and development (R&D) funding necessary 
for their creation, test, and production.  

Reductions to R&D budgets in 2013 and the out-years will certainly 
delay availability, which will delay as well the ability of the Defense 
Department to efficiently execute the full slate of missions envisioned 
in the President’s defense strategy.

Clearly GPS technology is an essential component of the Defense 
Department’s ability to be “agile, flexible, ready and technologically 
advanced” to efficiently conduct its missions and serve as a force 
multiplier for our joint forces.  But given the outlook of difficult fiscal 
choices ahead, one must ask: will future budgets enable our forces to 
take advantage of the “very best” integrated, GPS-enabled, multi-source 
PNT capabilities within the realm of technology, or will it be necessary 
to get by a little longer by merely sustaining the level of PNT capabili-
ties that the DoD can now afford? 

“Remember 

the lessons of 

history and avoid 

repeating the 

mistakes of the 

past when our 

military was left 

ill-prepared for  

the future”  

Doug Taggart, President  
with Jules McNeff, VP Strategy and Programs  
Overlook Systems Technologies, Inc.
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FCC Backtracks continued from page 1

space-based PNT services vital to economic, 
public safety, scientific, and national security 
needs.” 

Strickling picked up on this theme in his 
message to Genachowski and extended it. A 
section late in his eight-page letter indicated the 
NTIA’s inclination to push the interference issue 
further in the direction of establishing GPS 
receiver standards that, outside of the aviation 
community, do not exist. 

The PNT ExCom’s stated intent to develop 
new GPS spectrum interference standards that 
will, he said, “serve as the basis to protect such 
GPS receivers used by civilian and military fed-
eral agencies from outside interference, as well 
as the basis for standards for the development 
and procurement of GPS receivers to support 
their various mission requirements.” 

Further, he said, the “NTIA will work with 
federal agencies to review receiver require-
ments for federal systems, but that will not 
produce a solution for the majority of devices 
in the marketplace. Moreover, NTIA recognizes 
the importance that receiver standards could 
play as part of a forward-looking model for 
spectrum management even beyond the im-
mediate issue of GPS.” 

An FCC statement following receipt of the 
NTIA letter further embellished this point.

 “This [LightSquared] proceeding has re-
vealed challenges to maximizing the opportuni-
ties of mobile broadband for our economy,” 
an FCC spokesperson said. “In particular, it 
has revealed challenges to removing regulatory 
barriers on spectrum that restrict use of that 
spectrum for mobile broadband. This includes 
receivers that pick up signals from spectrum 
uses in neighboring bands. There are very sub-
stantial costs to our economy and to consumers 
of preventing the use of this and other spectrum 
for mobile broadband.” 

“Congress, the FCC, other federal agencies, 
and private sector stakeholders must work 
together in a concerted effort to reduce regula-
tory barriers and free up spectrum for mobile 
broadband,” the FCC statement continued. 
“Part of this effort should address receiver 
performance to help ensure the most efficient 
use of all spectrum to drive our economy and 
best serve American consumers.”

Those sentiments were in line with a 
February 7 LightSquared request for the FCC 
to develop “receiver reliability standards for 
unlicensed GPS devices to ensure they perform 
reliably and take into account licensed users in 
nearby bands.” 

immediately below that of GPS and other GNS-
Ses. The controversy was marked by extensive 
laboratory and field testing, as well as intense 
lobbying by LightSquared, GPS manufacturers, 
and federal agencies including the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) and the Department of 
Transportation (DoT).

The National Space-Based Positioning, Navi-
gation, and Timing (PNT) Executive Committee 
(ExCom) and its supporting National Coordina-
tion Office (NCO) played key roles in investigat-
ing the interference issue and advocating for 
GPS interests. 

A January 13 letter by PNT ExCom co-chairs, 
DoD Deputy Secretary Ashton Carter and DoT 
Deputy Secretary Ron Porcari probably repre-
sented the final impetus in the drama. In it, the 
deputy secretaries stated that “no practical so-
lutions or mitigation” would enable a proposed 
broadband network to co-exist near-term with 
GPS-based devices, including several systems 
needed for aviation safety. 

The officials added that a separate analysis 
by the Federal Aviation Administration had 
concluded “the LightSquared proposals are not 
compatible with several GPS-dependent aircraft 
safety-of-flight systems.” Because of the defini-
tive nature of these results, the officials said, “no 
additional testing is warranted at this time.”

Stickling leaned heavily on the ExCom letter 
in drafting his message to FCC Chairman Julius 
Genachowski. And the FCC International Bu-
reau, which had granted the conditional waiver 
order and overseen earlier actions laying the 
groundwork for LightSquared’s project, relied 
primarily on the NTIA’s argument in moving to 
revoke the order.

Extensive tests over the summer of 2011, 
mandated by the FCC and carried out by a 
technical working group set up by LightSquared 
and the GPS Industry Council, showed that 
transmissions from these stations would cause 
debilitating interference to the vast majority of 
GPS receivers, particularly wideband receivers 
processing military GPS signals and high-preci-
sion commercial users.

A new round of tests took place last fall after 
LightSquared revised its plans in an effort to 
reduce the adverse effects on GPS users by 
limiting the frequencies and lowering the power 
level it would employ in the near term.

The PNT ExCom and Strickling both 
cited the results of the latest rounds of testing 
conducted by the National PNT Engineering 
Forum (NPEF). These showed that 69 out of 
92 general navigation devices were negatively 
affected by LightSquared’s revised signal plan 
to temporarily broadcast on 10 megahertz in a 
lower portion of the MSS band.

In its February 14 statement, the FCC de-
fended its actions, saying:

In a statement from LightSquared Chairman 
and CEO Sanjiv Ahuja, the company responded 
to the FCC’s backtracking. 

“There can be no more devastating blow 
to private industry and confidence in the 
consistency of the FCC’s decision-making 
process,” Ahuja said. “Unfortunately, with its 
action yesterday, the FCC has harmed not only 
LightSquared, but also the American public by 
making it impossible to build out a system that 
would meet public policy goals of successive 
administrations.”

Nonetheless, he added, “We remain commit-
ted to finding a solution and believe that if all the 
parties have that same level of commitment, a 
solution can be found.”

His comments reflected those of Jeff Carlisle, 
LightSquared’s executive vice-president for 
regulatory affairs and public policy, at the ION 
International Technical Meeting plenary  
session. 

“If we [LightSquared] are going to provide 
service, it can’t be at the cost of safety-of-life 
or national security,” Carlisle said. “We will 
continue to work with the GPS community to 
reach a solution.”

An Opening for Setting GNSS Receiver 
Standards?

Reminiscent of the ultrawideband/GPS dis-
pute of a decade ago, although more techno-
logically challenging and with higher financial 
stakes, the controversy appears likely to move 
the U.S. government to launch a wider-ranging 
effort to establish GPS spectrum protection 
limits — and possibly even mandatory GPS 
receiver standards.

In its letter to the NTIA, the PNT ExComm 
proposed “to draft new GPS Spectrum interfer-
ence standards that will help inform future 
prposals for non-space, commercial uses in the 
bands adjacent to the GPS Signals and ensure 
that any such proposals are implemented 
without affecting existing and evolving uses of 

“The Commission clearly stated from 
the outset that harmful interference to 
GPS would not be permitted. This is why 
the Conditional Waiver Order issued by 
the Commission’s International Bureau 
prohibited LightSquared from beginning 
commercial operations unless harmful 
interference issues were resolved.”
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Congratulations ION Annual Award Recipients

Early Achievement Award

Dr. Samer Khanafseh 
For outstanding contributions to the  
integrity of carrier phase navigation  
systems

Tycho Brahe Award

Dr. Martin J. Unwin
For pioneering the development of  
low-cost GNSS receiver technology  
for spaceborne navigation and  
remote sensing 

Superior Achievement Award

Capt. Jason Gossett 
  For his ingenuity and airmanship leading  
to revamped airdrop procedures in the  
area of responsibility and expert/ 
unshakable re-planning and navigation 
 

Captain P.V.H. Weems Award

Clyde E. Edgar, Jr. 
For sustained contributions to GPS  
satellite payload and signal design and  
engineering, professional collaboration,  
and promotion of scholarship in navigation  
science and engineering 

Thomas L. Thurlow Award

Dr. John Betz
For contributions to GNSS signal  
design, and to compatibility and  
interoperability of GPS III and other  
global navigation satellite systems

Norman P. Hays Award

Paul M. Novak
  For outstanding encouragement,  
inspiration, and support contributing  
to the advancement of navigation  
systems in military platforms and on  
the GPS space, control, and user  
segment programs 

Distinguished Service Award

Dr. David Winfield 
For years of voluntary devotion in the  
mentoring and education of future  
generations of navigators in the D.C.  
area public school system; and as the  
co-founder and principal participant  
of the Washington, D.C. Section’s  
Student Activities Committee

Dr. Samuel M. Burka Award

Dr. Penina Axelrad,  
Ben K. Bradley,  
James Donna, Megan  
Mitchell, and  
Dr. Shan Mohiuddin 
For their paper “Collective Detection and  
Direct Positioning Using Multiple GNSS  
Satellites” published in the Winter issue  
of NAVIGATION, Journal of The Institute  
of Navigation, Vol. 58, No. 4, pp. 305-321 
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�Ms.�Patricia�Doherty
For contributions to radio wave propagation through the ionosphere and 
exemplary service to The Institute of Navigation

Prof.�Chris�Rizos
For sustained contributions to the practice and management of satellite 
navigation research; and for leadership representing the satellite  
navigation community in Australia

Dr.�John�Raquet
For leading the development of numerous GPS and non-GPS navigation 
technologies; and for significant impact on the next generation of  
navigation professionals through education

Welcome ION’s  
Newest Fellows

Election to fellow  membership recognizes the distinguished contributions 
of ION members to the advancement of the technology,  management, 

practice and teaching of the arts and sciences of navigation; and/or for 
lifetime contributions to The Institute. Former ION members who are not 
currently active may be elected to non-voting fellow membership. Election to 
honorary fellow membership is authorized for non-members qualified by their 
accomplishments. Members of other national institutes are also considered 
in this category. Details of the nomination process and deadlines can be 
found at www.ion.org.

Members are encouraged to submit 
nominations for one or more of the 
following annual awards given by The 
Institute of Navigation for excellence in 
navigation. 

 Early Achievement Award — 
for an individual early in his or her 
career who has made an outstanding 
achievement in the art and science of 
navigation. 

 Superior Achievement Award—
for individuals making outstanding 
contributions to the advancement of 
navigation. 

 Captain P.V.H. Weems Award — 
for continuing contributions to the art  
and science of  navigation. 

 Tycho Brahe Award—for 
outstanding achievement in space 
navigation. 

 Norman P. Hays Award — 
for outstanding encouragement, 
inspiration and support leading to the 
advancement of navigation.

 Thomas Thurlow Award — 
for outstanding contributions to the 
science of navigation.

Official nomination forms, along 
with brochures on the background and 
purpose of each award, are available 
from the ION National office by phone, 
703-366-2723, or via the Web site at 
www.ion.org. Nominations must be 
received by October 15.

The awards and accompanying 
engraved bronze plaques will be 
presented at the ION International 
Technical Meeting, January 28 – 30, 
2013, in San Diego, California. The 
ION urges you to participate in the 
nomination process so deserving 
individuals from the navigation 
community will receive appropriate 
recognition.

In addition to the above awards, 
the winner of the Samuel M. Burka 
Award — for outstanding achievement 
in the preparation of papers advancing 
navigation and space guidance — as 
chosen by the editorial panel of ION’s 
journal, NAVIGATION, will be honored. 

Address correspondence to Awards 
Committee, The Institute of Navigation, 
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360, Manassas, 
VA 20109, phone: 703-366-2723; fax: 
703-366-2724; e-mail: mlewis@ion.org. 

Nominations for ION  fellows may be 
submitted by currently active Institute  
of Navigation members. All 
nominations must conform to ION 

nomination guidelines as outlined on 
the nomination form. Nominations 
must include a brief biography and 
proposed citation. 

Details of the nomination process 
and forms are available at www.ion.org. 
Nominations must be received by  
October 15 to qualify. 

Election to Fellow membership 
recognizes the distinguished 
contribution of ION  members to 
the advancement of the technology, 
management, practice and teaching  
of the arts and sciences of navigation,  
and/or for lifetime contributions to  
the Institute.

Former members of the ION who 
are not currently active members of the 
organization may be elected to non-
voting Fellow membership. Election 
to Honorary Fellow membership 
is authorized for non-members of 
The Institute of Navigation who are 
qualified by their accomplishments 
for recognition as a non-voting Fellow 
member. Members of other national 
institutes of navigation are also 
considered in this category.

Kindly address any correspondence 
to Fellow Selection Committee,  
The Institute of Navigation,  
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360,  
Manassas, VA 20109, fax: 703-366-2724, 
e-mail: mlewis@ion.org.

Fellow Nominations

Tycho Brahe Award

Dr. Martin J. Unwin
For pioneering the development of  
low-cost GNSS receiver technology  
for spaceborne navigation and  
remote sensing 

Norman P. Hays Award

Paul M. Novak
  For outstanding encouragement,  
inspiration, and support contributing  
to the advancement of navigation  
systems in military platforms and on  
the GPS space, control, and user  
segment programs 

Distinguished Service Award

Dr. David Winfield 
For years of voluntary devotion in the  
mentoring and education of future  
generations of navigators in the D.C.  
area public school system; and as the  
co-founder and principal participant  
of the Washington, D.C. Section’s  
Student Activities Committee

NEWLY INCLUDED ION FELLOWS:

Ms. Patricia Doherty (ION Fellow), Dr. Todd Walter (ION President), 
and Dr. John Raquet (ION Fellow). Not pictured: Prof. Chris Rizos

Annual Award Nominations
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GPS
Despite the high-profile sideshows surrounding 
the U.S. Supreme Court decision on GPS-aiding 
tracking and the LightSquared interference 
controversy (covered in separate articles else-
where in this newsletter), the GPS program has 
progressed quietly in recent months.

Perhaps the biggest issue has been fund-
ing for the space, ground control, and user 
equipment segments. Both the fiscal year 2012 
(FY12) budget signed into law earlier this year 
and the president’s proposed FY13 budget 
spare the GPS program from substantial cuts, 
despite the pressure to slow or reduce Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) spending as part of a 
deficit-reduction effort.

The favorable prospects were foreshadowed 
by DoD strategic budget initiatives announced 
January 26 by U.S. civil and military officials. 
Their comments reflected policy decisions laid 
out in “Defense Budget Priorities and Choices,” 
an introduction to a strategic guidance intend-
ed to plot the course of the Pentagon over the 
next five years. Modernization of the Global 
Positioning System will be “protected” finan-
cially, according to the document.

“Space systems are critical to our surveil-
lance, communications, positioning and 
networking capabilities,” the guidance states. 
“Therefore, we protected funding for upgrades 
to the Global Positioning System (GPS), the 
Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) and the 
Advanced Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) 
satellite programs.”

For FY12, Congress added a bit to the White 
House request of $1.462 billion for the GPS 
program and approved a total of $1.473 bil-
lion. That included $433.526 million to pro-
cure GPS III satellites 3 and 4, another $81.81 
million for advance procurement items for 
GPS III satellites 5 and 6, and an additional 
$458.08 million ($5 million less than request-
ed) for further GPS III development. 

Congress also approved the President’s 
request of $7.6 million to buy ground segment 

equipment and $17.89 million for GPS IIF 
and control segment development. A total of 
$366.889 was approved for development work 
on the Next Generation Operational Control 
System or OCX. That is $24 million less than 
requested. 

Congress, however, boosted by $40 million 

the $67.689 million originally requested for 
the procurement of the GPS IIF satellites. That 
money was added to “bolster GPS IIF produc-
tion support,” said a Pentagon spokesperson. 

The President’s FY13 budget plan released in 
February proposed the following expenditures: 
GPS IIF satellite procurement, $58.147,000; 
acquisition of GPS III satellites, including 
advance procurement, $429,910,000 mil-
lion; ground segment equipment, $7,741,000; 
GPS IIF and control segment, research, 
development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E), 
$14,335,000; GPS III satellites development, 
RDT&E funding, $318,992,000; Next Genera-
tion Operational Control System (OCX) Develop-
ment, RDT&E, $371,595,000; GPS User equip-
ment, RDT&E, $29,621,000, to complete the 
modernized user equipment (MUE) program, 
including technology sample demonstrations.

Another $96.84 million in FY13 for GPS 
user equipment RDT&E in included for FY13, 
presumably to continue the next-generation the 

Military GPS User Equipment (MGUE) program 
into the engineering, manufacturing, and  
development phase.

In January, the U.S. Air Force announced 
several supplemental contracts for GPS mod-
ernization: $27.4 million to Raytheon Company 
to develop a GPS Launch and Checkout System 

(LCS) for GPS III satellites starting with the first 
launch of the modernized space vehicles in 
2014 and a $238 million contract to Lockheed 
Martin for production of the third and fourth 
GPS III satellites. Lockheed also received a 
complementary contract for $21.5 million to 
provide a launch and checkout capability for 
command and control of all GPS III satellites 
from launch through early on-orbit testing.

Raytheon was awarded the prime contract to 
develop the GPS Next Generation Operational 
Control System (OCX) in February 2010, with 
a scheduled delivery date of 2015. The LCS 
solution enables GPS III satellites to launch on 
schedule and conduct on-orbit checkout prior 
to the full GPS OCX delivery in 2015.

Late last year, Lockheed delivered the GPS III 
pathfinder spacecraft to the company’s Denver, 
Colorado–area facility. Formally known as the 
GPS III Non-Flight Satellite Testbed (GNST), the 
pathfinder spacecraft will now undergo final 
assembly, integration, and test activities in a 

space systems are critical to our surveillance, 
communications, positioning and networking 
capabilities,” the guidance states. “Therefore, we 
protected funding for upgrades to the Global Posi-
tioning system (GPs), the space Based Infrared 
system (sBIRs) and the Advanced extremely High 
Frequency (AeHF) satellite programs.
         — DoD’s “Defense Budget Priorities and Choices” Document
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new facility designed to maximize efficiencies 
and reduce costs of satellite production. 

The GNST is a full-sized, flight equivalent 
prototype of a GPS III satellite used to identify 
and solve development issues prior to integra-
tion and test of the first space vehicle — the 
so-called pathfinding process. 

GLONASS
The Russian GNSS program has re-established 
a full operational constellation for the first time 
since 1996. Following two launches with a total 
of four GLONASS-M satellites last November, 
the system has 24 satellites transmitting healthy 
signals, another spacecraft in the commission-
ing phase, and three spares on orbit. 

The next-generation GLONASS-K satellite 
launched February 26, 2011, continues to 
undergo flight tests.

Russia plans to launch three more satellites 
in the first half of 2012 as part of a 20.55 billion 
ruble (US$655 million) federal target program 
budget for the coming year, the Roscosmos 
space agency announced on January 17. Accord-
ing to Roscosmos head Vladimir Popovkin, 
Russia will eventually increase the number of 
operational satellites in the GLONASS constella-
tion to 30.

Late last year, Russian Prime Minister Vladi-
mir Putin told newly appointed Deputy Prime 
Minister Vladislav Surkov that he wants his long 
time political ally to provide political oversight 
for GLONASS and “continue working on the 
modernization policy.”

Galileo
After years of technical and political delays, 
Europe’s GNSS program appears to be gaining 
momentum.

The first two Galileo IOV satellites were 
launched last October and began broadcasting 
in December. On the weekend of December 
17, all Galileo signals were activated simultane-

modulated data, particularly the satellite alma-
nac and ephemeris elements used to compute 
Compass satellite orbits and clock offsets that 
are needed in order to incorporate these new 
signals into the algorithms for determining 
position and time of receivers.

An English-language version of the docu-
ment — the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System 
Signal In Space Interface Control Document 
(Test Version) — is available on the Compass 
website: www.beidou.gov.cn. The ICD contains 
specifications for the interface between the 
Compass space segment and user equipment, 
which will help manufacturers design GNSS 
receivers that can process the BeiDou-2 sig-
nals.

Ran Chengqi, director of the Beidou Satellite 
Navigation System Management Office, along 
with representatives of the the China Aerospace 
Science and Technology Corporation and 
Aerospace Minister Zhao Xiao-chun, made the 
announcement in the program’s first official 
press conference in Beijing.

Compass now has 10 BeiDou-2 satellites 
operating in its constellation. Another six are 
scheduled for launch this year, when an initial 
service is scheduled to begin over China and 
the east Asia/Pacific region. Completion of the 
35-satellite system is currently projected for 
2020 (Phase III).

For the time being, China will also retain 
its BeiDou (Phase I demonstration) active 
positioning system and short-message com-
munication services that employ geostationary 
satellites and ground processing/retransmis-
sion facilities.

Although the B1 signal is currently a quadra-
ture phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation at 
1561.098, a Compass signal and frequency 
plan presented at the 2010 International Com-
mittee on GNSS (ICG) Providers’ Forum states 
that the Compass B1-C signal will eventually 
adopt the same multiplexed binary offset car-
rier (MBOC) modulation centered at 1575.42 
— the same as the GPS L1C and Galileo E1 
open service signals. 

ously for the first time across the European 
GNSS system’s three spectral bands, known as 
E1 (1559–1592 MHz), E5 (1164–1215 MHz), 
and E6 (1.215–1.300 MHz). The remaining 
two IOVs will be launched at the end of this 
summer.

On February 2 the European Space Agency 
(ESA) signed a contract to build a further eight 
Galileo satellites, alongside other agreements 
to modify Europe’s Ariane 5 launcher to carry 
four navigation satellites at a time. 

The contract to construct and test the Galileo 
satellites was awarded to a consortium headed 
by prime contractor OHB System AG in Bremen, 
Germany, and partner Surrey Satellite Technol-
ogy Ltd (SSTL) in Guildford, UK, which are cur-
rently building the first 18 Galileo satellites.

The additional satellite buy was made pos-
sible by cost savings under the current 3.4 
billion (US$4.47 billion) Galileo budget. Cost 
overruns had previously forced European offi-
cials to reduce the initial launch plan from 30 
by the end of 2014. Completion of a full opera-
tional constellation is now expected to occur in 
the 2019–20 timeframe.

In total, three contracts were signed: one 
with OHB System AG (DE) for eight satellites 
at a cost of 250 million (US$328.7 million); a 
second with France’s Arianespace for a book-
ing option of up to three launches using Ariane 
5 (a booking fee of 30 million — US$39.4 
million); and a 30 million contract with Astri-
um SAS, also of France, to enable the current 
Ariane 5 launcher to carry 4 Galileo satellites 
per launch.

Compass
China released a long-awaited “test version” 
interface control document (ICD) for its Com-
pass (BeiDou-2) GNSS system in December, 
but it wasn’t all that many GNSS professionals 
had hoped for. 

The 11-page publication covers Compass’s 
open B1 civil signal centered at 1561.098 MHz. 
But the ICD fails to describe the B1 signal’s 

GLONASS-M Soyuz launcher being prepared 
for November 28 launch from Plesetsk cosmo-
drome. Photo credit: Russian Ministry of Defense 
Space Forces.
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Neither Cold, Nor Wind, Nor Lack of Snow Stopped 

The Autonomous  
Snowplow Competition  
of 2012

Students, advisers, and volunteers participat-
ing in the ION’s second Autonomous Snow-

Plow competition faced bitterly cold weather 
and significant wind gusts on January 26–29 at 
Rice Park during the venerable winter carnival 
in St. Paul, Minnesota.

With temperatures lower than last year, but 
with strikingly little snow, six college teams 
spent four frigid days trying to clear a patch of 
ice-rink shavings from a predetermined course 
using the autonomous snowplows they built 
with loving care.  The “snow” was hard to come 
by but, thanks to Zamboni snow-making equip-
ment at the nearby Roseville Skating Center, a 
suitable product was hauled in to rescue the 
competition. 

Ohio University’s Avionics Engineering 
Center won the first place award of $3,000 and 
a golden snow globe trophy with their four-
wheeled Monocular Autonomously Controlled 
Snowplow (M.A.C.S.). They also captured $500 
and the Golden Shovel award for best presenta-

tion and another $500 and the 
Golden Pen for best final report.

The second place prize of 
$2,000 and a silver snow globe 
trophy went to Miami University’s 
Redblade team. 

The University of Michigan 
(Dearborn) Yeti team won the 
bronze trophy and $1,000. 

Dunwoody College of 
Technology took home the prize 
for Best Sportsmanship. A team 
from the University of Minnesota 
rounded out the competition.

The winter contest challenges U.S. university 
students — and the general public — to 
design, build and operate fully autonomous 
snowplows that rapidly, accurately and safely 
clear a designated snow path using state of the 
art navigation and control technologies. It is 
sponsored by The Institute of Navigation Satel-
lite Division and held in cooperation with the 

ION North Star Section.
ION members will have a chance to see 

Ohio University’s winning snowplow next 
September at the ION GNSS conference in 
Nashville, Tennessee. 

whaT They dId?
Judging of the six teams produced cumulative 
scores from the various phases of competi-
tion, with 75 percent of each team’s total score 
based on plowing and 25 percent on presenta-
tions and pre-event reports.  

Eight judges from the industry sponsors 
scored the students on their presentations 
during a January 26 session at The Science 
Museum of Minnesota. A separate panel had 
evaluated the written reports prior to the St. 

2012 AUTONOMOUS SNOWPLOW  
COMPETITION WINNERS

FIRST PLACE
Ohio University

SECOND PLACE
Miami University (Ohio) Redblades

THIRD PLACE
Universityof Michigan (Dearborn) Yetis

BEST FINAL REPORT
Ohio University

BEST STUDENT REPORT
Ohio University

BEST SPORTSMANSHIP
Dunwoody College of Technology

PARTICIPANTS
Dunwoody College of Technology

Miami University (Ohio)

Ohio University

The University of Michigan, Dearborn (2 teams)

The University of Minnesota

Thank you for a great show. You have no idea what a great experience it has been for 
our students. On behalf of the College of Engineering and Computer Science I want to 
thank you for this great opportunity.
      
            — Dr. Nattu Natarajan, Associate Professor, University of Michigan, Dearborn

 Members of Ohio University’s First Place Winners: Samantha Craig, Ryan Kollar, Kuangmin Li  
and Pengfei Duan with faculty advisors Dr. Frank van Graas, Dr. Wouter Pelgrum and Dr. Maarten  
Uijt de Haag.
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Paul activities. 
Earlier, in October 2011, Preliminary 

Design Reviews (PDRs) had been conducted 
in order to ensure that teams are progressing 
with their designs and understand the scope of 
the competition. The presentations and reports 
could earn up to ten points each and the PDR, 
five points.

The action portion of the competition 
kicked off on January 27 when teams dem-
onstrated the operability and safety of their 
snowplows. The next day, they took up the 
challenge of plowing, a straight 10-meter-long, 
“I”-shaped plot designed to represent a straight 
sidewalk. 

On January 29, the course got harder. 
Teams plowed a simulated snow drift field 
of twenty three meters that varied in depth 
between five and ten centimeters. A plastic pole 
close to the U-shaped snowfield simulated a 
tree or parking meter — an extra challenge to 
teams that used vision-based navigation or laser 
range finding navigation.  

 

how The CoMPeTITIon  
began?
Dr. Suneel Sheikh of ASTER Labs created the 
Autonomous Snowplow Competition with sup-
port from Dr. Mikel Miller, past ION president, 
and Dr. Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, University of 
Minnesota. It was modeled after the successful 
ION Robotic Lawn Mower competition. 

The objective of this winter-based com-
petition is to help attract and retain the next 
generation of engineers and innovators and to 
promote the science of navigation as an attrac-
tive and interesting field of study.  

The competition is overseen by the Autono-
mous Snowplow Competition Committee, includ-
ing ION North Star Section members Dr. Suneel 
Sheikh, Wayne Soehren, Mark Ahlbrecht, Dr. 
Paul Kline, and Vibhor Bageshwar; Achievement 
Rewards for College Scientists (ARCS) members 
Jena Gray, and Kristen Sheikh; and significant 
support from ASTER Labs’ Missy Fisher.

Dr. Sheikh said, “We had another great year 
of the competition, with many teams significantly 
improving their vehicle capabilities from last 
year. It has been very encouraging to see the 
student team members enjoy the competitions 
and gain from their real-world experience. 

“It was rewarding for all our committee and 
volunteer members to see the student’s successes, 
and our public outreach has been tremendous 
providing a fun venue to help show what we can 
accomplish as navigation engineers.”

The Institute extends its appreciation to 
competition organizers and the ION North Star 
Section, our kind sponsors, and volunteers who 
worked tirelessly to bring the competition to life. 
For information about next year’s ION Autono-
mous Snowplow competition, please visit www.
autosnowplow.com  or contact Dr. Suneel Sheikh 
at sheikh@asterlabs.com.

I just want to take a moment to say thank you on behalf of the Dunwoody Snow Devils 
team. I cannot begin to tell you how much we appreciate the effort you put into this 
competition. The students not only learn in the building and programming the robot, 
they also see the dedication and professionalism you and your team bring to the event.
We will continue to compete as long as you’ll have us. The Autonomous SnowPlow 
Competition is AWESOME because of you. THANK YOU, Bravo Zulu!

                   —   E.J. Daigle, Faculty Advisor, Dunwoody College of Technology
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Thank you for the successful Autono-
mous Snowplow Competition last week.  
put so much thought and effort into this 
event.  I would like to thank the orga-
nizing committee and the ION Satellite 
Division for the tremendous work put 
into the event, the thoughtfulness shown 
to the students, and the immeasurable 
benefits the event provided to promis-
ing students.  You are my hero and 
have earned great respect from all of the 
participants.
            —   Dr. Jade Morton, Professor, 

University of Miami (Ohio)

Thank You to Our  
Competition Sponsors:

Second place winners Miami University Red-
blades included students Chad Sobota, Mark 
Carroll, Robert Cole, Mark Stratis, student advis-
ers Steve Taylor, Ryan Wolfarth and Harrison 
Bourne, and faculty advisers Dr. Jade Morton, 
Peter Jamieson, and Janet Burge. 
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Ghost Nets
If you can’t get rid of them,  
follow them
Abandoned, lost, or irretrievable fishnets drift 
with currents and drag fish, turtles, sea mam-
mals, boat propellers, and the occasional human 
into their nearly invisible strands.

Some are huge. Recently, an abandoned net 
weighing 11 metric tons was spotted near Wad-
eye in Australia’s northern territories and it took 
six months, many conservation land rangers, 
favorable tides, and a helicopter to finally get it 
out of the water in February.

One of the rangers told ABC Rural radio,  
“We found large hammerhead sharks, other 
sharks like black tip reef sharks, lots of different 
fish, golden snapper, catfish, there were possibly 
turtles in it . . . it had quite a particular, unique 
smell about it.”

It’s a big problem for maritime life, particu-
larly in the gyre created by circular currents 
between northern Australia and Southeast Asia, 
where most of the ghost nets come from.

Ghost Net Australia is a government-funded 
consortium of 22 indigenous communities  
that has been working on the issue since 
2004. They’ve removed more than 7,500 nets 
from the ocean and rescued a number of turtles 
and other animals. They know the problem isn’t 
going away. 

So, early in 2012 they decided to try a differ-
ent tack.

They introduced GPS to answer their ques-
tions, help wildlife and protect boats. The tools 

are MicroStar drifting buoys and marker buoys. 
The surface float contains the telemetry system, 
antenna, batteries, and sensors. An onboard GPS 
receiver calculates drifter positions. 

When Ghost Net encounters a net off the 
Northern Territory coast, they call on their 
partners, the commercial fishing operators of FV 
Wildcard, who mark the net with a buoy. The net 
then can be tracked in real time on a dedicated 
web site.

If the net approaches shore, Ghost Net can 
release any trapped marine life before disposing 
of the net. If it stays out at sea, the FV Wildcard 
crew will inspect it regularly when they are fish-
ing in the area and release any trapped animals 
they find.

The buoys also help warn ships and boats in 
the area of the safety hazard.

The MicroStar trackers are prototype ver-
sions, designed to survive several months at sea 
and to run two years on one battery charge.

Ghost Net staffer Jen Goldberg said,  “We are 
still searching for the answers to some pretty 
important questions, such as why do some 
regions receive more nets than others? How long 
does a ghost net stay in the water before it is 
beached? How does a ghost net move? How many 
animals are entrapped by a ghost net? Hopefully 
this satellite project will help us answer some of 
those questions.”

Website: http://www.ghostnets.com.au/index.html

When Navigation Fails
Case I: The Costa Concordia
With all of the technology available, you’d think a 
cruise ship ought to be able to stay on course in 
the Mediterranean. 

Of course, it was human, not technological, 
weakness that hurtled the Costa Concordia at 15 
knots toward “Le Scole” — exposed rock very, 
very near the Italian island of Giglio — on Janu-
ary 13, 2012. 

Quality Positioning Services BV (QPS), a 
Dutch company that makes a popular brand 
of piloting software, recreated the last minutes 
of the cruise ship using archived data from the 
Automatic Identification System. 

navigation noveLties

What’s New in the PNT World?
AIS is an automatic collision avoidance system 

required on all passenger ships that transmits 
identification, position, course, and speed to 
other vessels and AIS-capable land stations in 
the area. (It consists of transponder with a GPS 
receiver and a VHS transmitter . . . but then you 
knew that.)

The ship navigation animation uses AIS data 
imposed on a nautical chart. You can see it on 

many news, blogs and other web sites, including 
You Tube. The company originally posted at the 
website below.

You can’t hide from GPS. On the other hand, 
all the information in the world can’t make a 

captain pay attention.

QPS Website: www.qps.nl/display/qas-
tor/2012/01/17/20120117_stranding

Follow the ships: www.marinetraffic.com
A huge abandoned fishing net beached near Wadeye, 
Australia, being examined by indigenous conservation 
rangers and Ghost Net.  
Photo credit: Ghost Net photo.

The cruise ship Costa Concordia aground.  
Photo credit: Quality Positioning Services.

The course of the Costa Concordia, based on AIS 
data. Quality Positioning Services image.
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navigation noveLties

What’s New in the PNT World?

Case II: The Dolphins of Cape Cod
It’s an old story. For as long as anyone can 
remember, dolphins die on Cape Cod.

From late winter until early spring, a few 
strand themselves on the bay side of The Cape, at 
the easternmost edge of Massachusetts. 

But this year is different. Unprecedented num-
bers of short-beaked common dolphins have 
beached themselves. Between January 12 and 
mid-February this year, 177 dolphins were found 
stranded along a hook-shaped 20 mile section.  

At least 124 died and 53 were sent back to sea. 
(With GPS tags on some of their dorsal fins so 
rescuers could make sure they made it back to 
the ocean.)

Cape Cod is one of three famous stranding 
areas — the other two are in Australia and New 
Zealand.

The International Fund for Animal Welfare 
(IFAW) marine mammal rescue and research 
team of six scientists and 350 volunteers 
exhausted themselves trying to keep up with the 
animals, whose body weight suffocates the crea-
tures when they are on land. They can be more 
than eight feet long and weigh 500 pounds.

No one knows why these intelligent, capable 
Delphinus delphis experience mass failures of 
navigation. The IFAW testified before Congress on 
February 3 in an effort to seek answers.

It could be ocean changes that alter the habits 
of dolphin prey. It could be the unfamiliarity of 
tidal fluctuations and the confusing coastline to 
these deep-water animals. 

Or it could be their sociable natures that get 
them. Dolphins always travel together and a loss 
of direction could doom a large number of them 
at once.

Website: http://www.ifaw.org/us/our-work/
whales/marine-mammal-rescue-and-
research

Call of the Wild
Can you still rough it with pre-
cise PnT? Yep.
The 2012 Iditarod invitational started February 
26. It’s a fat-tire bike, well-shod foot, and ski 
race across winter-cold Alaska that claims to be 

the world’s longest human-powered race. 
If you make it through the 350-mile version 

from Knik to McGrath, you’re eligible to enter 
the full 1,000-mile competition to Nome.  

We’re talking tough, here. There aren’t any 
prizes — it’s pure call of the wild, following the 
legendary Iditarod trail.

Everyone adheres to the code: you don’t pass 
someone in trouble on the trail.

The website warns of “very long stretches of 
uninhabited trail . . . Racers should be self suf-
ficient for several days . . . most villages do not 
have restaurants and you should have enough 
food left from your last (resupply) drop to have 
a meal when you arrive.”

Sure, you can use GPS. The waypoints are GPS 
coordinates. 

You can take a satellite phone or a distress 
radiobeacon.

But nothing fancy. Nothing that combines 
GPS satellites, digital cellular data networks, 
short-messaging service, and private emergency 
rescue. No SPOT GPS.

The race rules literally growl, “At times the 

only possible rescue will be self rescue. For 
those who do not agree with this philosophy, who 
expect marked trails and more support, there 
are other races out there which will cater to your 
needs.”

GPS, Rats and the Visual 
World
do we really need sophisticated  
satellites, complicated algo-
rithms and powerful computers 
to navigate . . . or is there an 
easier way?
A Queensland University neuro-
scientist and lecturer in electrical engineering 
thinks his research into improving GNSS using 
camera technology and mathematical algorithms 
would make navigating a far cheaper and simpler 
task.

Dr. Michael Milford has developed a new 
approach to visual navigation algorithms, using 

a low-resolution camera. SeqSLAM (Sequence 
Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping)  
employs local best match and sequence recogni-
tion components to lock in locations.

In the introduction to a 2011 conference pa-
per on the subject, “Towards Condition-Invariant 
Sequence-Based Route Recognition,” he writes, 
“Instead of calculating the single location most 
likely to correspond to a current visual scene, 
the approach finds candidate matching locations 
within every section (subroute) of all learned 
routes.” 

“SeqSLAM uses the assumption that you are 
already in a specific location and tests that as-
sumption over and over again,” Milford adds. 

“If you keep moving around and repeat 
the sequence for long enough you are able to 
uniquely identify where in the world you are 
using those images and simple mathematical 
algorithms,” the Queensland scientist says.

Milford said the “revolution” of visual-based 
navigation came about when Google took photos 
of almost every street in the world for its Street 
View project.

However, the challenge was differentiating 
between visually similar streets and making those 
streets recognizable under a variety of different 
conditions.

Milford’s contribution to the solution came 
from his background in small mammal — read, 
rats — navigation patterns.

“They manage incredible feats of navigation 
despite having quite poor eyesight,” he says.
This caused him to wonder if sophisticated 
navigation systems inevitably required ever 
more satellites and expensive cameras and big 
computers.

Michael Milford will present his paper Se-
qSLAM: Visual Route-Based Navigation for Sunny 
Summer Days and Stormy Winter Nights at the 
2012 IEEE International Conference on Robotics 
and Automation this May in Minneapolis,  
Minnesota. 

Bicyclist on the Iditarod trail.  
Photo credit: Italian Cycling Journal/Angelo Senza.

A lab rat, much like those that inspired Michael Mil-
ford to develop a new visual navigation algorithm.  
Photo credit: National Science Foundation.

IFAW Marine Mammal rescue team care for strand-
ed dolphins on Cape Cod.  
Photo credit: IFAW/M.Booth photo.
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Although the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion’s NextGen air traffic system got most 

of the headlines, a lesser-known part of the re-
cently passed Air Transportation Modernization 
and Safety Improvement Act also promises a 
big change: expanded operations of unmanned 
aircraft systems (UAS) in domestic air space.

Also referred to as unmanned or autono-
mous aerial vehicles (UAVs or AAVs) and com-
monly known by the term “drone,” these air-
craft have come into public awareness largely 
as the result of their use in reconnaissance and 
combat missions in the Middle East. 

Ranging from small, remotely piloted model 
aircraft up to the 48-foot wingspan of the 
Predator, the CIA and U.S. Air Force platform 
of choice for covert offensive operations in 
Afghanistan and the Pakistani, UAVs come in 
a wide variety of sizes, sensors, navigation 
systems, and payloads.

Their use in the United States is primarily 
restricted to military airspace, border patrols, 
and about 300 public agencies and their private 
partners that operate UAVs at low altitudes away 
from airports and urban centers.

That may change soon. Under Subtitle B of 

the legislation, within about nine months the 
U.S. transportation secretary must develop a 
“comprehensive plan to safely accelerate the 
integration of civil unmanned aircraft systems 
into the national airspace system as soon as 
practicable, but not later than September 30, 
2015.”

Among other things, the UAS plan must 
define acceptable standards for operation and 
certification of civil unmanned aircraft systems, 
ensure that any civil UAS includes a “sense and 
avoid capability” to avoid collisions with other 
aircraft, define the best methods for enhanc-

ing technologies and 
subsystems necessary to 
achieve safe operation 
of civil UASes in the na-
tional air space system, 
a timeline for phasing in 
routine UAS operations, 
and a process to develop 
civil UAS certification, 
flight standards, and air 
traffic requirements.

The modernization 
legislation also estab-
lishes an R&D program 
to “develop technolo-
gies and methods to 
assess the risk of and 
prevent defects, failures, 
and malfunctions of 
products, parts, and 
processes” that “could 
result in a catastrophic 
failure of the unmanned 
aircraft that would 
endanger other aircraft 
in the national airspace 
system.’’ 

Droning On

FAA Authorization Bill  
Expands UAV Opertions 

into Civil Airspace

Predator drone. U.S. Air Force photo by Lt. Col. Leslie Pratt.
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Even before the UAS plan is developed, 
the FAA must develop a program of USA pilot 
projects at six test ranges and determine if 
certain types of UAVs may operate safely in the 
national airspace system before completion of 
the plan and rulemaking.

The legislation could well be the impetus 
that moves drones from the nearly exclusive 
realm of defense uses into civilian applications 
such as environmental monitoring, search and 
rescue, and public safety. However, based on 
the initial response of news media reportage 
and editorials, privacy concerns are likely 
to arise over the use of UAVs in the domestic 
airspace.

DEfENSE rEQUirEMENTS 
CONTiNUE
Meanwhile, military UAV applications are ex-
pected to continue on their growth trajectory. 
U.S. civil and military leaders recently released 
“Defense Budget Priorities and Choices,” a 
document outlining national strategy in the 
years ahead.

That strategy will rely more strongly on 
advanced technologies, including unmanned 
air systems. Specifically, the administration’s 
proposed budgets will fund enough trained 
personnel, infrastructure, and platforms to 
sustain 65 USAF MQ1/9 combat air patrols 
operating the Predator and Reaper drones, 
with a surge capacity of 85. Funding will also 
be preserved for the Army’s unmanned air 
system, Gray Eagle, and new investment made 
in preserving and modernizing sea-based 
unmanned intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance systems.

The Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA)continues to support innova-
tion in the area of military drone design. DAR-
PA and the Space and Naval Warfare Systems 
Center Atlantic are sponsoring UAVForge, a 
“crowdsourcing competition” to design, build 
and manufacture advanced small unmanned 
air vehicle (UAV) systems.

According to DARPA, UAVForge seeks 
to facilitate the exchange of ideas among a 
loosely connected international community by 
lowering the threshold to entry for hobbyists 
and “citizen scientists,” in an effort to “yield 
greater innovation, shorter timelines, better 
performance, and more affordable solutions.”

Meanwhile, the Air Force Research Lab 
has opened a “micro-aviary” at Wright Pat-
terson Air Force Base, Ohio, that focuses on 

tiny UAVs. There researchers are 
designing and developing the 
next generation of autonomous 
capabilities with tiny drones that 
are largely indistinguishable from 
insects or birds. 

The hope is that such aerial 
platforms will be able to move 
about undetected, performing 
surveillance and intelligence gath-
ering or even delivering payloads.

UAv NAviGATiON:  
ExPANDiNG  
OPTiONS
For many outdoor applications, 
UAVs often use GNSS technolo-
gies for positioning and naviga-
tion. However, smaller platforms 
and those operating in obstructed 
environments (including indoors) may employ 
integrated or stand-alone inertial navigation 
systems, attitude heading reference systems, 
and inertial measurement units based on 
gyros, accelerometers, and magnetometers to 
track UAV motion and determine heading.

Moreover, various RF technologies and 
signals of opportunity — such as TV, WiFi hot-
spots, RFID, and ultrawideband — are being 
tapped to provide positioning and navigation 
in such situations. Increasing attention is also 
being paid to vision-based navigation systems 
incorporating video, photography, lidar, and 
other imaging systems.

Inevitably, these investigations of alternative 
navigation and guidance systems are appear-
ing in ION conferences and publications. 
The Summer 2011 issue of NAVIGATION, for 
example, has articles on “Positioning Using 
Mobile TV Based on the DVB-SH Standard,” 
by Paul Thevenon and co-authors from several 
research organizations in Toulouse, France, 
and “Navigation Using Images: A Survey of 
Techniques,” by Michael Veth, Air Force Insti-
tute of Technology (AFIT), Wright-Patterson 
AFB, Ohio.

Other recent papers on vision-aided 
navigation include “The Impact of Attitude on 
Image-Based Integrity,” by Craig Larson, John 
Raquet, and Michael Veth, AFIT, in the Winter 
2010 issue of NAVIGATION, and “Autono-
mous Airborne Video-Aided Navigation,” by 
Kyungsuk Lee, Jason Kriesel, and Nahum Gat, 
Opto-Knowledge Systems, Inc., in the Fall  
2010 issue.

Typically, drones are operated singly: one hu-
man controller per UAV. However, a number of 
researchers are trying to develop systems and 
methods that allow a single operator to control 
multiple UAVs. 

Researchers at the Ecole Polytechnique 
Fédérale de Lausaune  (EPFL) Laboratory 
of Intelligence Systems in Switzerland have 
found a way to make micro-UAVs fly together, 
migrate, and avoid crashing. The swarming 
behavior employs a modified three-dimensional 
algorithm based on the movements of schools 
of fish and flocks of birds.

A Swiss startup founded as a spinoff of the 
EPFL lab in late 2009, senseFly built the small 
aircraft, which are guided by integrated GPS/
inertial systems. Swarms of senseFly flying sen-
sors can be used for imaging and mapping and, 
possibly in the future, on search and surveil-
lance missions.

An article in the Winter 2010-11 ION 
Newsletter described papers presented at last 
year’s ION ITM in which German researchers 
reported early progress controlling swarms 
of quadrotor UAVs — small helicopter-like 
platforms driven by four vertically mounted 
propellers. 

A quadrotor used for UAV research by DLR, the German Space Agency.
Inside GNSS photo.



Ion Member news

Several noted navigators/engineers who were members of the Institute of 
Navigation have passed away in recent months, including Roy E. Anderson, 
Eugene O. “Gene” Frye,  James G. Morgan and Richard Alfred VanderMeulen Sr.

Roy E. Anderson
Roy Anderson passed away December 7 at his home 
in Glenville, New York.  He was 93.

A Fellow of the Institute of Navigation, Anderson 
graduated from Augustana College in 1943 and was 
a physics instructor there until entering the Navy in 
1944. While in the Navy, he received radar training 
at Bowdoin College and the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology.

In 1957, he and a few colleagues used one of his inventions, a Doppler direc-
tion-finder, to track the Russian satellite Sputnik from a camping tent in a farmers 
field. This exploit marked the company’s entry into space-related activities, and 
set the direction for the rest of Anderson’s career, including the development of 
concepts for navigation and location-finding using Earth satellites.

Aside from brief stints teaching at Augustana, most of his professional career 
was spent with General Electric, from which he retired in 1983. At the time of his 
retirement, he was principal investigator at the GE Earth Station Laboratory in 
Schenectady.

Anderson co-founded Mobile Satellite Corporation in Malvern, Pennsylvania. 
This company filed the first application with the Federal Aviation Administration 
for a license to create a commercial system for satellite-based mobile communica-
tions. In 1988 Mobilsat joined with 12 other companies to form the American 
Mobile Satellite Corporation (AMSC), to which Anderson served as a consultant 
until 1991.

He contributed more than 125 papers to professional journals and held 22 pat-
ents.  Anderson is survived by his wife Gladys and four children and their families.  

Eugene O. “Gene” Frye
 
Eugene O. “Gene” Frye, past president of The Institute 
of Navigation (1980-1981) died Thursday, November 
17, 2011, in Marion, Iowa, at the age of 86.

Gene was born February 13, 1925, in Akron, 
Ohio, the son of Walter and Esther (Olin) Frye. 
Gene earned his Masters Degree from Ohio State 
University. He served in the Army Air Corps during 
World War II. On July 8, 1951, he married Mary Aline 

Warner at Oak Chapel United Methodist Church near Wooster, Ohio. Mary died 
April 22, 2011. Gene worked as an electrical engineer at Rockwell Collins for over 
30 years, until his retirement. Gene was a 50-year member of The Institute of 
Navigation and an associate editor of NAVIGATION.

James G. Morgan
Jim Morgan, a long-time member of the ION, died in Houston, Texas, on January 
6, 2012, at the age of 75.

Educated at California State University, Northridge, where he received B.A. and 
M.S. degrees in mathematics, Morgan published many papers and articles related 
to the fields of navigation and positioning.

He worked at Chevron Petroleum Technology Company in Houston, Texas, from 
1976 until his retirement in 1996. Previously, Morgan was vice-president and 
general manager of Satellite Positioning Corporation. 

At Chevron Corporation, he supervised the navigation and survey section, 
providing technical consultation and services related to navigation, positioning, 
surveying, geodesy, and mapping. In that post, he introduced the use of Doppler 
Transit and GPS technologies at his company and in the industry.

Morgan is survived by his wife of 52 years, Elayne, and three children and their 
families.

Richard Alfred VanderMeulen Sr.
Richard VanderMeulen, past president of the ION (from 1985–1986), died 
December 18, 2011, in West Fargo, North Dakota, at the age of 86.

VanderMeulen served in the U.S. Navy during World War II and, later, the 
Korean conflict. He attended Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisana, for a few 
years before finishing an industrial engineering degree at Wayne State University.

In 1954, he began working for Sperry Gyroscope. In 1963 the family moved to 
the Washington, D.C., area where VanderMeulen began working for Rockwell. He 
was transferred to Dayton, Ohio, for 11 years and then to Long Beach, where he 
retired from Rockwell in 1990 as the regional vice president of marketing.

He is survived by his wife of 64 years, Edith, and three children and their 
 families. 

in memoriam  
navigation experts Pass from the scene
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Richard VanderMuelen, ION outgoing president & Gaylord Green, ION 
incoming president, and the ION’s 42nd Annual Meeting (June 1986) in 
Seattle, WA.
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The Institute of Navigation 
is pleased to welcome 
these new ION corporate 
members:

Telespazio
www.telespazio.it

Sparton Defense & 
Security Systems
www.sparton.com

For more information on corporate 
membership in The Institute of Navigation, 
please contact Kenneth P. Esthus at 703-366-
2723, ext 1004, or visit us at www.ion.org.

DUE JUNE 30
Parkinson 
Award 
Nominations
Graduate students in GNSS technology, 
applications, or policy who have 
completed a single-author thesis or 
dissertation and who are ION members 
are eligible for this prestigious award and 
$2,500 honorarium. Nominations are to be 
submitted by a regular or research faculty 
member of a college or university. 

This award honors Dr. Bradford W. 
Parkinson for establishing the U.S. Global 
Positioning System and the Satellite 
Division of The Institute of Navigation. 

For application details and entry rules 
go to www.ion.org. Nominations must be 
received by June 30.

DUE JUNE 30
Kepler Award 
Nominations
The purpose of the Johannes Kepler Award 
is to honor an individual for sustained and 
significant contributions to the develop-
ment of satellite navigation. The winner 
of this award will be determined by a 
special nominating committee. The Kepler 
Award is presented only when deemed 
appropriate. All members of The Institute 
of Navigation are eligible for nomination. 
You are encouraged to submit the names 
of individuals for consideration. 

To submit a nomination, go to the ION 
website at www.ion.org. Click on Awards, 
scroll down, click on Kepler Award, then 
click on the Awards form for complete 
nomination instructions. Nominations 
must be received by June 30. Nomination 
packages may be sent to: Satellite Division 
Awards Committee Chair, The Institute of 
Navigation, 8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360, 
Manassas, VA 20109. 

Corporate Profile

NavtechGPS is a technology driven small business with more than two decades of experience 
in global positioning systems, geolocation technology and GPS/GNSS technical training. 

As a reseller of hundreds of GPS-related products from over 35 manufacturers, the  
NavtechGPS products division delivers innovative solutions for military, commercial and  
research commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) integration projects. NavtechGPS has been a critical 
team member on hundreds of complex projects and has helped its partners win competitive 
programs. Its deep technical understanding   combined with practical experience   results in 
solutions that meet its customers’ technical, budget and scheduling requirements. 

NavtechGPS has provided solutions for it customers on complex projects involving
●    Unmanned air/ground/maritime vehicles,
●    Precise recovery/docking systems,
●    Reconnaissance for geolocation applications,
●    Mobile surveillance vehicles and 
●    Precise attitude/heading system applications

NavtechGPS has also been a world leader in GPS/GNSS training since 1984. Its  
comprehensive list of technical GPS/GNSS courses are taught by world-class instructors who 
have trained thousands of GNSS professionals worldwide. The NavtechGPS seminars division 
will bring any of its courses directly to its customers for convenient, customized, cost saving  
on-site training. Its most requested courses are taught at two different venues each year   one 
on the East Coast and one on the West Coast – for individuals to attend.

For more information about NavtechGPS, its products, services and seminars, please visit 
www.NavtechGPS.com or call +1 703 256-8900
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Register Today!www.plansconference.org

POSITION LOCATION AND NAVIGATION SYMPOSIUM

TECHNICAL MEETING: April 24-26, 2012 • TUTORIALS: April 23
Myrtle Beach Marriott Resort & Spa at Grande Dunes,  

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

• Algorithms
• Aviation Positioning 

& Navigation 
Applications

• Consumer 
Positioning & 
Smartphone 
Navigation 
Technology

• Emerging Sensor 
Technologies & 
Alternative Sensing

• GNSS Augmentation 
Systems

• High-Performance 
Inertial Sensor 
Technologies

• Indoor Personal 
& First-Responder 
Navigation

• Interference, 
Spectrum Issues & 
Robust Navigation

• Low-Cost Inertial 
Sensor Technologies

• Modernized GNSS
• Multisensor 

Integrated Systems 
& Sensor Fusion 
Technologies

• Precise Positioning, 
Multipath 
Mitigation, & 
Advanced Processing

• Sensor 
Manufacturing,  
Error Modeling & 
Testing

• Urban Personal & 
Vehicular Navigation

• Vision/Integrated 
Navigation 
Systems for Indoor 
Applications

Partial list of technical paper topics:

For information on exhibiting, 
call 1-703-366-2723PLANS 2012 is the fourth biennial conference co-sponsored by the IEEE and the ION.

IEEE/Institute of Navigation (ION) 2012 Position Location & Navigation Symposium (PLANS)

ION


